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While some people remember their dreams very regularly, some do not 

even seem to be aware that they have ever been dreaming. Many people who 

remember their dreams recall ones that are particularly emotional because we 

have a tendency toward recalling experiences that are emotional rather than 

neutral. This leads to a common error that all dreams are emotional, when, in 

fact, this is merely a product of memory biases. We tend to remember 

emotional experiences from our everyday lives, too, which change in their 

intensity and valence over time. Nevertheless, even when we sample dreams 

as systematically as possible, dreams generally remain slightly more emotional 

than waking experiences, and this has led several scientists to place emotion 

and emotion regulation at the heart of debates concerning the function of 

dreaming. 

7± bias fi ~ 

valence ~~'Ii 

[lliJ1ll : Horton, Caroline L. and Josie E. Malinowski (2019). "Emotion Regulation in 

Dreaming." Dreams: Understanding Biology, Psychology, and Culture (Volume 1). 

Greenwood !;:l!;-::5 <] 
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Cooperation is one of the most important abilities for any social species. 

From hunting to breeding and to raising their young, it has allowed many 

animals - including humans - to survive. As we better understand the details 

of how animals work together, researchers have been trying to understand the 

different ways animals cooperate and the thinking abilities required for these 

group activities. 

But because most of the scientific reporting comes from watching animals 

on land, there is much less understanding of the group lives of ocean animals. 

There is, of course, one familiar example of an animal that cooperates in the 

ocean: the dolphin. It is well-known that dolphins work together in social 

groups - a group of dolphins is called a pod - in a "fission-fusion society," 

where groups break apart and form over time. Some studies suggest that 

dolphins may understand the role of their partners in cooperative work. 

However, due to the complexity of doing experiments, it was difficult to 

understand how the group actions of dolphins could be studied. By using much 

more direct experiments, scientists at Kyoto University, Kindai University, and 

Kagoshima City Aquarium wanted to research how dolphins help each other. 

A joint report, which explained how dolphins understand what other dolphins 

need, was published in the Peer] journal. 

Chisato Yamamoto, a leading member of the team of scientists, explains 

that "In our investigation, we wanted to find out how bottlenose dolphins work 

together in their cooperative behavior. Our test was the Hirata rope-pulling 

task: when two dolphins pull on opposite ends of a rope at the same time, they 

are given rewards." 

The Hirata task, or the cooperative pulling test, has been used many times 

to show that a significant number of land animals - including chimpanzees, 
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dogs, and elephants - have the ability to cooperate. 

It appears that dolphins are just as cooperative as those animals which 

have already been studied. In their test, these researchers first sent out the 

starter dolphin in the direction of the rope, and then after a few seconds a 

follower dolphin was sent. The team of scientists noticed that the starter 

dolphin waited for its follower partner to reach the rope, and the follower 

dolphin would match its swimming speed to fit the behavior of the starter 

dolphin. 

"Having the starter and follower react to each other's behavior in order to 

achieve a task has previously been observed in chimpanzees," continues 

Yamamoto. "But dolphins look to be more flexible in their understanding of 

what is needed by their partner dolphins. They are capable of changing their 

actions depending on where their partner is." 

Team leader Masaki Tomonaga explains that this ability to work together 

is likely developed in their patterns of affiliative behavior, a method of social 

contact that functions to support social bonds with a group. "Synchronized 

swimming is one of these affiliative behaviors. How social characteristics 

influence cooperative systems may be one of the important questions that will 

reveal the evolution of cooperation in mammals." 

it affiliative behavior mfllfiJJJ 

mammal (s) IlfIi~L~ 

[tl.l~ : "Dolphins Demonstrate Coordinated Cooperation." Science Daily. October 19, 

2019. https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/10/191028103850.htm (;:J;-:::5 < ] 
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11. Raising young is difficult for animals because they cannot cooperate in 

that task. 

12. The group-thinking abilities of animals on land are superior to those of sea 

creatures. 

13. Dolphins live in social groups that do not last a lifetime. 

14. Dolphins have trained a group of scientists who study the group activities 

of dolphins. 

15. The Hirata task was not originally developed for use in a marine 

environment. 

16. Regardless of whether animals live on land or in the sea, some species 

have developed the ability to cooperate. 

17. Dolphins that do not fit their behavior to that of the leading dolphin must 

become follower dolphins. 

18. Dolphins working together can make better real-time changes than pairs of 

chimpanzees. 

19. Researchers discovered that dolphin cooperation leads to affiliative 

behavior. 

20. Animals without the ability to swim are unable to cooperate socially. 
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(a) A study has confirmed that less attention is paid by children to the toys 

they play with that are ( ) them. 

1. of little interest to 

3. not enjoyable for 

2. not exciting for 

4. less interested in 

(b) The workers soon realized that their labor union leader ( 

working conditions. 

) better 

1. had trouble negotiating 

3. was able to negotiate 

2. couldn't have negotiation of 

4. could barely negotiate 

(c) Regularly consuming products derived from milk ( 

bones and teeth. 

) the strength of 

1. is promotion to 

3. aids in promoting 

2. works to promote 

4. promotes 

(d) Although some people can decide quickly, the wisest decision is not always 

) . 

1. to make easily 

3. made easily 

2. the easiest one made 

4. easy to make 

(e) For its efforts to help provide clean water to poor rural communities over 

two decades, the aid organization ) international recognition for its 

charity work. 

1. was awarded 2. was able to gain 

3. gained reward of 4. finally received 
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(f) In order to counter the effects of heat stress, announcements ( ) the 

media advising people to drink more water when the temperature is 

predicted to rise above 30 degrees. 

1. appear in 

3. are broadcast by 

2. are broadcasting in 

4. will be made by 

(g) The dangers faced by the pioneers of powered flight a century ago 

( ) forgotten. 

1. have not been 

3. are never been 

2. can never be 

4. are not 

(h) Considering how much time we ( ) for the staff to serve our meal, 

you'd think they could have apologized to us. 

1. couldn't wait 2. were told to wait 

3. had been waiting 4. had to wait 
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A till B till 

(a) con-fess l. re-fer 2. com-mon 

3. coun-try 4. se-cret 

5. wealth-y 

(b) de-ny l. im-ply 2. sec-tion 

3. tro-phy 4. guilt-y 

5. fe-ver 

(c) hos-tage l. mod-i-fy 2. fa-tal 

3. post-pone 4. post-age 

5. re-cov-er-y 

(d) sal-a-ry l. re-Ia-tion 2. ra-tion-al 

3. Sa-tan 4. na-ture 

5. na-val 

(e) sub-urb l. par-ti-cle 2. su-perb 

3. an-oth-er 4. pov-er-ty 

5. bu-reau 

(f) ig-no-rance l. nor-mal-Iy 2. ac-knowl-edge 

3. no-where 4. in-ter-view 

5. def -i-nite-Iy 
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( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) has ( e ) ( f ). so please do 

not exceed the recommended dose. 

1. that 

3. attention 

5. advised 

7. this medicine 

2. be 

4. side 

6. effects 

B. 3!>td:td2M1--t-lutd::: C: ~~ ~ )dJ: v) td: v)t2 -3 '50 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) do ( e ) ( f ) that. 

1. a thing 

3. like 

5. nobody 

7. would 
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2. but 

4. you 

6. only 
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( a ) (b (c) if you could accept my application form, 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ). 

1. this e-mail 

3. I'd 

5. appreciate 

7. attached 

2. it 

4. delight 

6. to 

D. f&R:~;tEl:5t;>j~~llftO)~'Uijiti c v~ '5 ,,5, &J ~ Vlv~t~;>j~, $~-e~;tt~;>j) ·:::>t~o 

She ( a ) ( b ) as an English teacher, ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ). 

1. that 

3. which 

5. herself 

7. was 

-9-

2. she 

4. presented 

6. not 
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In "The Adventure of the Speckled Band," Sherlock Holmes remarks to 

Watson, "When a doctor does go wrong he is the first of criminals. He has 

nerve and he has knowledge." Many of Sherlock's contemporary readers would 

have implicitly agreed with his assumptions about doctors who "go wrong." ~ 

the 1892 publication of the short stOry, the British public had endured a series 

of well-known criminal scandals involving doctors that covered a period of fifty 

years. Throughout the nineteenth century, medical professionals were 

constantly associated with sensational crimes. 

tt ''The Adventure of the Speckled Band" 7 --lj"- • :J T:/' ~ -1 )!;fF r;t 
~G0W~M~~-D~~'*-A~~M¥0ry~~:/M±~mm~~ 

m~/N)l) 

[I±!JII!: : Price, Cheryl Blake (2019). Chemical Crimes: Science and Poison in Victorian Crime 

Fiction. Ohio State University Press ~:~-::J < ] 
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When was the last time you went a whole day without buying anything? 

In this day and age, is it actually possible to buy nothing for twenty-four 

hours? Supporters of Buy Nothing Day think it is. And what's more, they 

think we should all try it. At its core, Buy Nothing Day is a protest against the 

consumerism in our world, driven by the need to "have things." Buy Nothing 

Day was founded in Vancouver, Canada, by artist Ted Dave in 1992. It is 
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celebrated on the Friday after American Thanksgiving (the day also famously 

known as Black Friday, when stores open early and have many items on sale, 

and people tend to buy more than they need). Anyone who has been to a 

Black Friday sale understands all too well why it was high time that we take a 

step back and look at ourselves, our behavior, and contemplate the meaning of 

all of the Black Friday madness. 

Soon after Buy Nothing Day was created, campaigns to have a similar day 

of reflection started appearing in the United States, the United Kingdom, 

Israel, Austria, Germany, New Zealand, Japan, the Netherlands, France, and 

Norway. People in more than 65 nations currently participate in it. Adbusters, 

a company responsible for the initial promotion of Ted Dave's idea for Buy 

Nothing Day, states that the day "isn't just about changing your habits for one 

day" but "about starting a lasting lifestyle commitment to consuming less and 

producing less waste." 

People who observe Buy Nothing Day can do many things to express their 

objection to our consumer-based culture. They may simply stay home with 

friends and family rather than going shopping. 

Some organize a so-called "zombie walk," during which all of the 

participating zombies lurch around stores, supermarkets and shopping malls 

aimlessly, buying nothing, and staring ahead blankly. This is used to raise 

awareness about Buy Nothing Day, as the zombies will inevitably be asked 

what they are doing and why, and then can proceed to explain their point of 

view. 

Other people have taken advantage of the lack of shopping on that day, 

and used the time to instead celebrate nature and the great beauty it offers us, 

free of charge. This can be done by spending the day in the countryside or the 

mountains, or even in a park, resting in the sunshine and enjoying the breeze. 

Still other participants stand in a shopping mall with a pair of scissors, 

offering help for people who want to put an end to their growing credit card 
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debt and excessive shopping with one simple cut. A strategy employed by a 

group of participants in the 2009 Wildcat General Strike was to not only avoid 

shopping, but keep all of their electric appliances off during the entire day as 

well, not travel anywhere by car, and not use their cell phones. 

Some argue that Buy Nothing Day can be the start of a life-changing 

lifestyle commitment, while others claim it's meaningless, as observers simply 

buy more the following day. Either way, there's no doubt that going without 

buying anything for an entire day is quite a challenge in the modern world, and 

will serve to make you think about what is important in your life. 

71. lurch J: 6 ?i) < 
appliance (s) ~~ 

[tl:lJl!!: "Buy Nothing Day." Days 0/ the Year. https://www.daysoftheyear.com/days/ 

buy-nothing-day / {:£ -:::5 < ] 
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11. Buy Nothing Day started in 1992 on the Friday after American 

Thanksgiving to raise awareness of over-consumption. 

12. Ted Dave encourages people to buy more environmentally friendly items to 

celebrate the spirit of consumer culture on Black Friday. 

13. Now that the celebration of Buy Nothing Day has gone international, 

people in more than 65 nations have joined the event. 

14. Adbusters is a company which Ted Dave created to promote Buy Nothing 

Day. 

15. Participants in Buy Nothing Day celebrate the day in many different ways. 

16. Some people dress as zombies and keep customers away from shops by 

scaring them as a way of celebrating Buy Nothing Day. 

17. Being outdoors is the only way to celebrate Buy Nothing Day because all 

the outdoor activities are free of charge. 

18. People who don't use their credit cards get a free haircut on Buy Nothing 

Day. 

19. The 2009 Wildcat General Strike was a successful event in which 

participants turned off the electricity and banned visitors from shops. 

20. Although people argue whether Buy Nothing Day is an effective way to 

stop people from shopping or not, it is a day to make us think about our 

spending habits and reflect on our lives. 
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(a) It looked like the crisis talks would be suspended without ( ) an 

early resolution. 

1. hope of 2. a hoping for 

3. a hope of getting 4. a hope to get 

(b) The angry crowd protesting outside the court created a dangerous 

situation that ( ) by the police. 

1. had to be handled 2. could only be handled 

3. needed to handle 4. required handling 

(c) Decades of repeated trial and error ( ) the chef to perfect her own 

method of preparing spicy sauces. 

1. have allowed 2. resulted in 3. enabled 4. led 

(d) The government announced today that the economy would recover 

( ). 

1. sooner than expected 2. as expected 

3. as soon as could be expected 4. so soon as it is expected 

(e) Visitors to the city could not help ( 

undertaking festival preparations. 

) the local authorities 

1. but see the notice by 

3. a notice of 

-5-

2. noticing 

4. but notice 
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(f) There is ( ) her claim that someone had stolen her money. 

1. no denial of 2. nothing of denial 

3. no denying 4. nothing to deny 

(g) There's been a delay in the opening of the new subway line that was 

supposed to be ( ) by next week. 

1. operating 2. in operation 3. running 

(h) The upward trend of the stock market was 

prices reached a peak. 

1. an evident 2. in evidence 3. evident 

-6-

4. in running 

) last week as share 

4. evidenced 
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(a) 1. bag-gage 2. with-draw 3. in-stant 

4. Ire-land 5. eot-tage 

(b) 1. fore-head 2. ta-ble 3. fe-male 

4. ehal-Ienge 5. in-feet 

(c) 1. dis-play 2. con-suIt 3. ae-eount 

4. im-age 5. se-eure 

(d) 1. ear-ri-er 2. eal-eu-Iate 3. ded-i-cate 

4. div-i-dend 5. in-ti-mate 

(e) 1. mu-si-cian 2. ad-jee-tive 3. dee-o-rate 

4. en-ter-prise 5. aI-eo-hoI 

(f) 1. ad-di-tion-al 2. in-ter-i-or 3. sub-se-quent-Iy 

4. par-tic-u-Iar 5. an-tic-i-pate 
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If you are ( a ) ( b ), try ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) 

near Mt. Fuji this winter. 

1. relaxing 2. a hot spring 3. out 4. leisure 

5. tired 6. in 7. with friends 

B. ~0){t~~6M;tW!R~~i!f1~ttd:v~5Cj1:*n~&>QO)~S9936~90 

( a ) ( b ) this chemical because it is ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ) harmful insects. 

1. in 

5. keeping 

2. prevent 

6. effective 

3. off 4. I 

7. recommend 

c. ~*~~*~.~'"(. H~¥~M~'"(*~Q~~ffi$<&>O~90 
(a (b) Western food, you often pick up a dish ( c ) 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ) Japanese food. 

1. hold it 

5. unlike 

2. when 

6. you eat 

3. and 

7. with 

4. hand 

D. ~O)if G v~ r'J x 7""-V'::fi~t,;f. ~rnoo~~~O).~~O)JmfTT)E'~~~ 

~!f!< A¥~~~90 

This new web page ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) to flight information 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ) departures at Narita International Airport. 

1. on 

5. provides 

2. arrivals 

6. and 

- 8 

3. enable 4. speedy 

7. access 
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William Shakespeare lived at the dawning of the Renaissance in England, 

when the Western world's perception of itself was changing from that of a 

God-centered universe to one that was man-centered. His writing reflected the 

uncertainties that frequently accompany such a re-ordering of the universe. 

Great writers have often been born at times when the world was going 

through great change. Standing with one foot in each of two worlds, such 

writers could see into both the old dying world and the newly emerging 

consciousness. The chemistry of such double-vision coupled with talent has 

often produced great literature. 

r±. William Shakespeare r) -1 1) 7 b. • -;/ x1' :7 A e 7 (1564-1616) l' ~ 1) 

A (7) "lfF*, ~ A 

Renaissance )\; *' -lj- /' A 

[I±IA Hackl, Lloyd C. (1996). F. Scott Fitzgerald and St. Paul. Minnesota Treasures & Lloyd 

. C. Hackl 1:£-::5 < ] 

(n J *(7)~)(<7)~PJT( A ) - ( F ) ~f!I!.abQ(7)I:jl:t~~tJ::t<7)~r<7) 1 - 9 
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It was only a dollar. Dylan Belscher noticed it on the floor as he sat at the 

back of his English class. When the school day ended, Belscher wandered 

back to the classroom. The old bill was still there. He could easily ( A ) . 

Instead, he brought it to his English teacher, Katie Mattison. 

"It wasn't my money," Belscher says, which he sees as enough 

explanation. Mattison was a little surprised he'd turned the dollar in, knowing 

a lot of people would have just kept it. She suggested that Belscher tape it to 
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the whiteboard at the front of the classroom, where she always puts lost 

things. Maybe the dollar was ( B ) for the student who dropped it. 

A day or two later, the school shut down for Easter break. Neither the 

teacher nor her student thought twice about the dollar. Hunter Rose was in 

English class after break when he noticed the dollar on the whiteboard. There 

was a mystery to it, Rose says. After class, he asked Mattison why it was 

there. She was still waiting for the original owner to come to receive it, so she 

replied, "I don't know." Rose took the tape from Mattison's desk and ( C ). 

That got it rolling. The sight of the two dollar bills, side by side, attracted 

Mattison's students. They started asking about the purpose of the money, to 

which Mattison always gave the same answer: She didn't know. At that point, 

it was absolutely true. More students, who got curious about it, taped up 

single dollar bills. Mattison wrote the initials of each student on each specific 

bill, and she started to leave the tape ( D ) . 

The effort got bigger and bigger. Even with no specific purpose, many 

students wanted to be part of whatever this was. Jake Braniecki says everyone 

understood that the final plan for the dollars would be for "something good" 

and that their teacher "wasn't going to do ( E ) ." The students, among 

themselves, decided Mattison had some unspoken goal and after achieving it 

she would reveal the secret. They thought bigger contributions could only help 

them get there faster. The amount continued to grow over several weeks, until 

it reached $175. 76. As for the original dollar, the person who lost it never 

came looking for it. 

That left Mattison to decide upon the best way to settle the situation. She 

kept thinking about her brother-in-law, Jack Hains, who had died of ALS eight 

years before. Three years after that, his sister died of the same condition. 

Mattison told that story to all her classes. She explained that her sister, to 

whom Jack had been married, raises money every spring for the ALS Therapy 

Development Institute, established to seek a cure for the disease. She asked 
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the students whether they minded if ( F ) . Their answer was to tape 

enough money to the whiteboard over the next few days to push the amount to 

$321. 06. Mattison, trying not to cry as she recalls the moment, says she 

carefully took the cash off the board and made the contribution just before 

National ALS Awareness Month. 

?'± brother-in-law ~JJ.O) £ (~) 

ALS (amyotrophic lateral sclerosis) fm~*'tt{jltl~fi!ft~ 

[l±IllI!: : Kirst, Sean. "One Student Taped a Dollar on the Whiteboard After He Found It on the 

Ground - Then the Money Started to Multiply." 

https://www.rd.com/true-stories/inspiring/the-multiplying-dollar/(:£-:j' < ] 
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1. on the tray of the whiteboard 

2. anything good with the money 

3. she contributed the dollars in their names in honor of Jack 

4. taped a second dollar to the board 

5. finishes his homework 

6. she used the dollars for their school trip expenses 

7. anything stupid with the money 

8. have put it in his pocket without thinking much 

9. lunch money or bus fare 
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em) *ID~-~ID~~ID~~~Ah~ID~fi~.~~m(~)~1-4ID~~G-~ 

T~~lt, :CID*-l%~~2A it J::o 

(a) My grandmother is hard of hearing and therefore needs 

and clearly. 

1. being spoken 

3. speaking 

2. to be spoken to 

4. to be told to 

) slowly 

(b) These documents have to be ready first thing tomorrow morning, which is 

why we've got to ( ) somehow today. 

1. get done them 2. get them done 

3. do away with them 4. do them being got 

(c) On her way home from the office, a man approached her from behind and 

robbed ( ). 

1. her shoulder bag 

3. her from her shoulder bag 

(d) Mark won't listen to his parents, 

1. moreover 2. neither 

2. her shoulder bag of her 

4. her of her shoulder bag 

) his teachers. 

3. much less 4. no more 

(e) ( ) entered the classroom when all the students stopped chatting. 

1. Hardly had the teacher 2. The teacher scarcely 

3. No sooner the teacher 4. On the teacher had 

(f) What my son told me didn't surprise me and I am proud of him ( ). 

1. not having lied 2. didn't lie 

3. haven't lied 4. not to lie 
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(g) The comment he made could not have been related to the problem 

( ) at that time. 

1. with that we were dealing 

3. of our dealing 

2. which we were dealing with 

4. with we were dealing 

(11) We must get to the stadium as early as possible; ( 

good seats for the game. 

) we won't get 

1. or even 2. because of 3. otherwise 4. due to 
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[IVJ ~O)(a)-(m:Slt)--C. r~$O)~ifn~~IHJ...,mcIPJG~O)~ 1 - 50)r:j:tn\G

J~lt. -to)*i%~a2A it eto 

(a) po~ess 

l. depth 2. physic~ 3. excess 4. resolve 5. depre~ion 

(b) wrist 

l. writer 2. sweet 3. rhrthm 4. island 5. tx,pe 

(e) dust 

1. battle 2. tune 3. h,21iday 4. son 5. d~ty 

(d) folk 

l. boat 2. talk 3. fond 4. moth 5. round 

(e) division 

l. budget 2. pi~eon 3. ioy 4. sure 5. trea~ury 

(f) echo 

l. choice 2. psychology 3. cheap 

4. reach 5. cheer 
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(V] ~o)B*XO);i:,*'t~jtQJ:'5L:~XO)( a )-( f )0)~~~:1-70) 

'm ('B]) 'tAn . .:c-0)*~'t~2A it J:o t~s. M!vt~ v~'m ('B]) n!~Hp'~:-·::r9":J® 

Qo 

A. ~i)H:t~Qmr~:.I./::;/n!ln< J: '5 ~:'""C~Qn\~v lA~o 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) that we ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) working 

before morning. 

1. is 2. can 

5. doubtful 6. the engine 

3. suspect 

7. get 

4. it 

B. 'fJSl~;t. .:c-0)f!9c@'""C?~ t; td~O)t.::6b. fi:t~~*:ff~t~~ A #~~~:~~:fnt.::o 

He ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) new actor for ( e ) ( f ) 

the movie. 

1. by 

5. his part 

2. promising 

6. the most 

3. voted 

7. was 

C. t,::v~Lv~7 7~'Y 7~~'t~< cUltt.:: < t~ IJ ~"to 

4. III 

( a ) ( b ) music ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) . 

1. classical 

5. sends 

2. makes 

6. sleep 

3. to 4. me 

7. most 

D. 'fJSlft~;t. gHtO)T~J: IJ :tJ\.O)1in!J: 1J"9-::> c~U:t~QJj.t.::v~'""C"to 

She ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) far ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) than for 

her children. 

1. seems 

5. for 

2. more 

6. takes 

-8-

3. her dogs 

7. care 

4. to 
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Although American college students in the early twentieth century spent 

much of their week sitting in lecture halls and studying in libraries, they still 

found plenty of hours in the evenings and on weekends to attend football 

games, go to dances, and otherwise socialize with friends. 

Throughout the 1920s, college sports captured the attention of millions of 

Americans across the nation, and college students in particular found 

themselves drawn to the excitement and competition of amateur sports. 

Football was, by far, the most popular college sport, and students gathered for 

pre-game pep rallies to cheer on their team and to show their school spirit. 

i± socialize ~im9 .Q 

pep rally trIT~ 

[tI:\!1Il : Drowne, Kathleen and Patrick Huber (2004). The 19205. Greenwood Press ~:£-::5 <] 

(n J ~O):~:>tO)pg~Cir~9.Q :to)~rO) 11-20 O)rptJ) G IlYJ~V:, .:c0)*~~ 

~2A it J::o 

A few years ago, I was in Austin, Texas, to attend a conference during 

the summer. Summer in Texas is much hotter but not as wet as the weather 

in Kyushu, so a friend from Japan, who was also attending the conference, was 

amazed at the oven-like heat in the middle of the day. He asked if there were 

any activities we could do in the cool evening, and I suggested, "Why don't we 

have a bat-watching picnic?" 

My friend was surprised, so I explained that this is a popular Austin 

activity in the summer. People go to a grass-covered hill next to the offices of 
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the city newspaper, bringing chairs, blankets, and plastic sheets to sit on. The 

hill has a nice view of the South Congress Avenue Bridge. Forty years ago, 

when a new bridge was being built to replace the old one, the design of the 

bottom side of the new bridge turned out to be perfect for bats to live and 

raise their babies. Suddenly, the local species of small bats, called Mexican 

Freetails, began to live under the bridge in quickly increasing numbers, until 

the colony grew to over one million bats! 

The South Congress Avenue Bridge bat colony grew to be the biggest 

urban bat colony in North America. Many people in Austin were worried about 

that. "Bats are dangerous!" they said. "They carry diseases, and they will 

attack people! Don't they get caught in people's hair? Don't they drink blood?" 

People even talked about destroying the bridge and building another new one 

with a different design. 

Merlin Tuttle is a bat scientist. Not only does he study bats, but he also 

does a lot of work educating the public about bats. For example, there are 

1, 200 species of bat, but only three of them drink blood, and none of those 

lives in Texas. And while bats can carry many diseases, they only pass them 

on to humans when humans handle the bats. As long as humans leave bats 

alone, even city bats like the ones in Austin don't spread disease. Bats almost 

never attack humans, and they are very good at avoiding us. 

Dr. Tuttle moved to Austin and in 1982 started an organization called Bat 

Conservation International (BCI) , which now has offices in more than sixty 

countries. BCI's goal is to study bats and help humans and bats live together 

peacefully. Bats are an important part of a healthy ecosystem. The bats that 

live in Austin eat five to ten tons of insects every night! This includes insects 

that spread diseases and that eat wheat, fruit, and other things that humans 

grow on farms. 

The scientists of BCI teach the people of Austin that bats are not bad. 

They show how important and helpful bats are, and how to be safe around 
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them. They teach children never to try to pick up a bat, because a healthy bat 

is too fast for you to pick up - it will just flyaway before you can touch it. If 

it can't, then it is a sick bat, and it may be scared and bite you, and make you 

sick. 

Because of BCI, the city of Austin now loves its bats. If you visit Austin, 

you can see bat images in many places. You can also see little "bat houses" 

attached to the outside of some people's homes. The bat houses are designed 

to be comfortable and safe for bats, and because of them, many bats live all 

over the city, not only under the bridge. 

But still, most of the bats live under the South Congress A venue Bridge. 

As the sun goes down, the bats start to fly out from under the bridge. At 

first, it is just a few, then more. Most of the sounds that bats make are 

ultrasonic, but if you listen carefully, you can hear the lowest sounds that the 

bats make to communicate with each other. As they fly in front of a 

streetlight, for just a moment you can see the shape of their wings, just like 

Batman's symbol. Then the bats start to come out so fast that, as you watch 

them flying into the last light of the day, they look like a long, black, twisting 

cloud. It is a strange but beautiful sight, watching a million bats going out to 

hunt insects. 

r±. conservation f*~ 

ultrasonic m'ilBtO) 
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11. The weather in Austin is very similar to the weather in Kyushu. 

12. Going out to watch bats emerge from under the bridge is not an unusual 

activity in Austin, Texas. 

13. People having a picnic next to the newspaper offices are often shocked to 

see bats. 

14. The people of Austin destroyed the bat colony, and Dr. Tuttle designed a 

new one. 

15. Not one of the three species of blood-drinking bats lives in Austin. 

16. The belief that bats carry diseases is only a myth. 

17. Educating the public about bats is one of the tasks of Bel. 

18. Bats help prevent insects from damaging crops. 

19. In Austin, bats are invited to live inside people's homes. 

20. Bats are very noisy, but humans cannot hear them at all. 
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em) ~~~-~~&~~~.~An~~~fi~~~~~~)~1-4~~~G-~ 

-r~~LF, -t:-~*~~~A it eto 

(a) Could you please ( ) me a few minutes to answer some questions? 

1. ask 2. take 3. share 4. spare 

(b) The new employee training session is scheduled to last ( 

1. approximately 

3. approximating 

2. approximation 

4. approximate 

) one hour. 

(c) The meeting will start at 9 o'clock, at ( 

be announced. 

) time today's schedule will 

1. which 2. such 3. what 4. when 

(d) ( ) her homework today, she would finish it by next Friday. 

1. Would she start 2. Were she to start 

3. Had she started 4. If she had started 

(e) Our manufacturing plans call for a new factory ( 

within the next three years. 

1. been constructed 2. to construct 

3. to be constructed 4. constructing 

) in Vietnam 

(f) It is not surprising to us that Mary was so hurt and angry, ( ) to 

her at the party. 

1. considering what you said 

3. that thought your saying 

-5-

2. to hear which you said 

4. hearing things you say 
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(g) We will have arrived at the station by the time John's train ( ) . 

1. came 

3. comes 

2. was coming 

4. was about to come 

(h) If it ( ) your help at that time, Mark would not be the successful 

person that he is today. 

1. had not been for 2. didn't exist 

3. had been without 4. wasn't 
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(IV) 1A 0) (a) -- (fH;::t3 ~ ~ -c, ~.$0)~.~AlliG~~~G~O)e1--40)~~G-
":::>~lt, ~0).~e~2A it ~o 

(a) famine l. r!l1y 2. mainly 3. racial 4. ancient 

(b) resiB:n 1. di&nity 2. i&norant 3. forei&n 4. ma&nificent 

(c) crude l. hunter 2. truth 3. blood 4. p,!!nish 

(d) dear l. rare 2. pear 3. share 4. beard 

(e) author l. though 2. method 3. other 4. smooth 

(f) advise l. cease 2. lose 3. course 4. horse 
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(V J '$.(J) B *::X:(J);{t'*~{~x Q et '5 r:~::X:(J) ( a ) - ( f ) (J)~tI r: 1 - 7 (J) 

m ('iij) ~ An. .:c(J)*-ij-~fi2A it eto t~.t:J. M!bt~ t.-~m ('iij) n!~rp' r: -':::r9":J ® 

Go 

A. wDin1 G (J)H*t~~@.~.t:J~ Gc7). < ti..~ t.-~o 
Please enjoy ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) from ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ). 

1. the top 

4. of 

7. sightseeing 

2. the mountain 

5. view 

3. a 

6. magnificent 

B. fBl3ai. w'fjH:.9=' r:t~ ':J L t.-~tc.(J)--C. fk.(J)FnUif-I:A G t~nl ':J tc.o 

She was ( a ) ( b ) up in her book ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ) me. 

1. listen 

5. so 

2. didn't 

6. she 

3. caught 

7. that 

4. hear 

c. WJrP1~ r:t~Q-*(J)jj7tH;t, ~~*~~ XQ 2:. cn! clut~I:~ G t.-~nl~~Q 2:. 

c--C®Qo 

The best way to be positive is ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) fun ( d ) 

( e ) ( f ). 

1. how 

5. looking 

2. to realize 

6. can 

-8-

3. could be 

7. ahead 

4. much 
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D. ~O):J3JJ5O)~/ r-1 '/'T~;t"9<t:~~-t;JJtl~::. C:;Q'L~H~O)-r, !¥R.!f!.< IJJ.."9 

~::. C: ~:J3"9"96b G *90 

Since the sandwiches in the store ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) quickly, 

you are ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) early in the morning. 

1. buy 

4. to 

7. advised to 

2. tend 

5. them 

-9-

3. recommend 

6. sell out 
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In the U.S., the Gold Rush in California in the mid-nineteenth century 

made a lot of European-American men, women, and children move across 

Native American lands. Minor fights often took place between the two races, 

and the government used thousands of soldiers to protect the white citizens 

from the Native Americans. It was the stuff of which legends are made. The 

excitement of real and imagined dangers created a public who wanted to read 

popular fiction about heroic fighters against Native Americans. 

[!ilJlll : Kilpatrick, Jacquelyn (1999). Celluloid Indians. University of Nebraska Press 1:£-::1 <] 

(n) ~O)~JtO)I*1~cftjct.Q t>O)~rO) 11-20 O)~n\ r;UQ-:J~LF, .:c0)*-st~ 

~2A itcto 

Somewhere in North America every June, the sport of ice hockey sees its 

defining moment when the Stanley Cup championship ends. The captain of the 

winning team holds the Cup over his head with both arms, fans roaring and 

cameras flashing. For hockey fans, the Stanley Cup trophy - a cylinder of 

metal bands topped by a silver bowl, 90 centimeters tall and weighing 16 

kilograms - represents more than a century of hockey glory. Unlike other 

sports trophies, which are made new annually for each year's winner, the same 

Cup is passed on from champion to champion. To the players it is a sacred 

object: none will dare to touch it before they win it. 

Each team that does win it gets the Cup for the summer, and each player 

gets a day to take it home to share with his family and friends. One hockey 
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official is always careful to come along, as has been customary since 1994, the 

year a player took the Cup to a horse track and let a champion horse eat from 

it. Players fill the bowl with beer, pose their babies in it for pictures, and take 

the Cup boating and fly fishing. 

Why do hockey players and their fans have such a unique relationship with 

the Stanley Cup? The answer surely starts with the fact that it is the oldest 

professional team-sports trophy in the world. It has been in use since Lord 

Stanley, a Canadian government official, first awarded the original bowl as a 

hockey trophy in 1893. The base of the bowl began to grow as each winning 

team had its name written in the metal, and the bands were added more 

frequently once teams began including all the players' names as well. 

In those days the trophy was not respected quite the way it is today, as 

we can see from some of its early adventures. The team that took the 1905 

title got drunk and kicked the Cup into an Ottawa canal, where it spent the 

night underwater. Two years later the Montreal champions forgot the Cup at 

the house of a photographer, whose mother thought it would make a nice 

flowerpot, and it was several months before the team owners tracked it down 

again. In 1924 another Montreal team was driving to a victory party when 

they had a flat tire. They took the Cup out of the trunk of their car so they 

could get out the spare tire, and then changed the tire and drove away, leaving 

the Cup in the snow. 

Yet as the Stanley Cup gathered metal bands and history, it became the 

focus of intense feelings of respect, desire, and jealousy. During the 1962 

season, the defending champions from Chicago displayed the Cup in a case in 

their stadium lobby until a Montreal fan stole the trophy and ran down the 

street with it. Montreal has won it twenty-four times, far more than any other 

team, so he probably thought anyone would understand why he was willing to 

put himself at risk. "I just wanted to take it back to Montreal," he said after 

he was arrested, "where it belongs." 
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But his bravery might not match that of the men who followed the Stanley 

Cup into a war zone. In 2007, accompanied by soldiers and retired players, the 

Cup rode a military plane to Kandahar, Afghanistan, to lift the spirits of the 

Canadian and American soldiers stationed there. That night the base suffered 

a missile attack, but to everyone's relief the Cup was unharmed. Asked about 

the effect of the trophy on his troops, the Canadian commander replied, "When 

it comes to building enthusiasm for their mission, there is no equivalent." 

One of the former players was Ron Tugnutt, a goalkeeper for Montreal. 

"Seventeen years in the league," he sighed, "and I have to go to Afghanistan to 

get close to the Stanley Cup." 

it cylinder F9 ~ 
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11. The Stanley Cup is an unusual trophy because each player gets to take it 

home with him for the winter. 

12. The professional hockey league in North America does not allow players to 

touch the Stanley Cup if they have not won it. 

13. The hockey league thought it would be good publicity to have a champion 

horse eat out of the Stanley Cup in 1994. 

14. Changing traditions affected the size of the Stanley Cup trophy. 

15. The 1905 team kicked the Stanley Cup because they were angry about 

losing the championship. 

16. For some months in 1907, no one in the hockey world knew where the 

Stanley Cup trophy was. 

17. The Montreal fan in 1962 thought his team had won the Stanley Cup that 

year. 

18. The Stanley Cup was taken to Afghanistan to introduce ice hockey to the 

soldiers stationed there. 

19. The Canadian commander thought that the Stanley Cup trophy made his 

troops more motivated to do their job. 

20. Ron Tugnutt never won the Stanley Cup while he was a player. 
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(m) *0~-~0&~0~.~Ah~0~~t~~~~~)~1-40~~G-~ 

-r~~Lt. ~0*~~~2A it cto 

(a) You should take ( ) every possible opportunity to speak English. 

1. advance in 2. advance of 3. advantage in 4. advantage of 

(b) The discussion leader asked each of us ( ) our suggestions and 

recommendations. 

1. share 2. sharing 3. to share 4. being shared 

(c) When he got the offer from the American company, Hiroshi ( ) to 

accept it. 

1. was ready 

3. had able 

2. has been willing 

4. was delight 

(d) English is the most ( 

1. spoken wide as 

) second language in the world. 

2. widely spoken 

3. wide speaking 4. widely to speak 

(e) ( ) I discovered is that happiness is the result of the way we think 

and act. 

1. That 2. What 3. When 4. Those 

(f) The winner shouted ( ) his arms raised in celebration. 

1. out 2. though 3. with 4. while 

(g) The term "digital natives" is often used to describe ( 

up with the Internet. 

1. those who 2. who 3. that 

~ After ( 

1. other 

) sleepless night, she made up her mind. 

2. another 3. else 

5 

) have grown 

4. the fact that 

4. one of 
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(IV) 'IA O)(a) - (f) I;:;t.3 v ~ L. ~.$O)H.~~WG~~~G~0)~1-40)~~G-

-::>)Klt. ..'fO)*~~~aA. it eto 

(a) h2ly 

1. award 2. boast 3. cost 4. atomic 

(b) curse 

1. desert 2. suppo~e 3. devise 4. release 

(c) tomb 

1. bomb 2. comb 3. appr2val 4. most 

(d) cathedral 

1. r~gion 2. d~puty 3. cable 4. all~ge 

(e) bush 

1. rush 2. funeral 3. bullet 4. cover 

(f) chorus 

1. church 2. social 3. choose 4. £apture 
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(V) :tK.(J) 8*:>C(J);i:,*~~;t.QJ: '5 ~:~:>C(J) ( a ) - ( f ) (J)~.~: 1 - 7 (J) 

~ (1t]) ~Atl, .:c(J)*~:a:~2A it J:o t~:t1, M!t>t~ ~~~ (1t]) ;6~~fb'~:-".::r9-::J;j1j 

.Qo 

A. ~A~~m~~~~~*~~w(J)m~~~~o 

Our president ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) welcome ( d ) ( e ) 

( f ). 

1. confident 

5. an address 

( a ) ( b 

( e ) ( f ) . 
1. himself 

5. amazing 

2. of 

6. with a 

) ( c ) 

2. whole 

6. is 

3. attitude 

7. gave 

that he organized the 

3. by 

7. all 

4. full 

charity ( d ) 

4. it 

c. ~ L- :J(;tt~~ttl~;f, ;1~MIf*ms(J)*~~~;t "(~~t.:.t':~t*-g;6)o 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ), could ( e ) ( f ) me your 

cell phone number? 

1. you 

5. there 

2. tell 

6. a problem 

3. it's 4. if 

7. not 

D. :;t-A "7')7f:{±Iu~~~t.:.lJt, ~i1!!(J)~A;6~~~t.:.;:C:~'i~m(J)fi~~:f~ 

ll.~ * L-t.:.o 

When I lived in Australia, one ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) English was 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ) the local people. 

1. to learn 

5. with 

2. friends 

6. good 

-7-

3. able 

7. to make 

4. way 
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If a random selection of people were asked to define the links between 

sleep and tiredness, they would probably come up with a fairly simple formula: 

increasing tiredness precedes going to bed, which is followed by falling asleep, 

and the tiredness is resolved in the morning. However, they would probably 

mention some exceptions to this too, including feeling completely exhausted yet 

being unable to get to sleep, or not feeling refreshed on waking despite 

apparently sleeping well. Such exceptions imply that tiredness does not have a 

direct relationship with sleep. 

[l±IiJ1t : Westcombe, Alex and Hazel O'Dowd (2012). "Too Tired to Sleep." Sleep: Multi

Professional Perspectives. Jessica Kingsley Publishers K:£-:5 < ] 

en) ~O)9'f)to)~iW( A )-( F ):a:J:!~~O)~:~~ilM3tJ:~O)~"FO) 1- 9 

O)q:rn\ G~tt. -to)*.f%:a:~2A it J::o 

"Never look directly at the sun!" I remember being told this rule 

occasionally when I was a child. It always made me wonder: "What kind of 

crazy person would want to look right at the sun anyway? It hurts!" I had 

tried to do it once, and ( A ) . 

It is possible, however, to view the sun indirectly - with a special device 

that uses a lens to project an image onto a flat surface. Since it only ( B ) , 

there is no need to worry about eye damage. Unless there were a reason to 

continue, though, most people would probably stop gazing at the image in a 

few minutes. 

Galileo, who lived about 400 years ago, was not like most people. He spent 

hours looking at the sun in this way - with a unique device designed by his 
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colleague, Benedetto Castelli. Galileo didn't get bored; he had a reason to keep 

looking. He wanted to learn more about mysterious dots visible on the sun. 

After much observation and devoted record keeping, he showed that these 

spots were not tiny planets orbiting the sun, as some believed. They were 

actually on the surface of the sun and ( C ). Thanks to Galileo, interest in 

these dots, which are called "sunspots," began to grow. 

Over the years, we have ( D ) and how they are part of a phenomenon 

known as the "solar cycle." The solar cycle refers to a period of approximately 

11 years in which the sun goes through changes in its magnetic field. At the 

most active phase of the cycle the number of sunspots reaches a maximum, 

while at the least active phase the sunspot count is at a minimum. 

The number of sunspots that appear during solar maximum varies. For 

example, in a recent solar cycle with the maximum occurring in November 

2001, 180 sunspots were counted. However, at the next cycle's peak (April 

2014), there were only 81. Valentina Zharkova of Northumbria University is 

one of a small number of scientists who had ( E ) decline in sunspot 

activity for this cycle. Her research findings also indicate the next solar 

maximum, to occur in about 2025, could yield even fewer sunspots - an 

outcome also anticipated by Irina Kitiashvili, the leader of a solar research 

team at NASA. 

Several years from now, scientists who are curious about what's happening 

with the sun and take the time to study its spots, as Galileo did, will provide 

the answer to the question of whether or not sunspot numbers will go down. 

But of course, ( F ): If the sunspot count does decrease for the 2025 solar 

maximum, what effect, if any, might one greatly reduced solar cycle after 

another have on earth? More than 200 years have passed since this last 

happened. We can only watch and wait, being careful not to look directly at 

the sun in the process. 
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1. correctly predicted there would be a sharp 

2. they constantly changed in size, shape and location 

3. add new electronic features to viewing devices made 

4. have not appeared again since the days of Galileo 

5. learned more and more about what sunspots are 

6. an even bigger question remains 

7. had to look away in less than a second 

8. there is little reason to give an example 

9. allows you to see a projected picture of the sun 
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(m) ~®~-~®&~®~~~An~®~~~~~~.~)~1-4®~~G-~ 

-g~~lt, ..'f-®*~~~2A it eta 

(a) I will accept your request, ( 

1. supposed you meet 

3. provided you meet 

) my conditions. 

2. if you see 

4. given you see 

(b) Bob is really lucky ( 

1. so that 

) he drives a beautiful car. 

2. in that 

3. in case 4. even so 

(c) My cousin didn't start job hunting early enough and ( 

classmates. 

1. stayed away 

3. got away 

2. got along 

4. fell behind 

(cD My grandfather told me not to touch alcohol if I wanted to ( ) . 

1. get better at 2. go well 

3. be better off 4. go better off 

(e) My brother is happy with his job, except ( ) his salary. 

1. in terms of 

3. in fact of 

(f) Could you ( 

2. for the purpose of 

4. for the sake of 

) buy some eggs at the supermarket? 

1. remember me to 2. remind me to 

3. remember me of 4. remind me of 

) his 
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(g) Her son has been ( 

1. below 

3. across 

) control since he left high school. 

2. out of 

4. above 

(b) My sister ( 

for it. 

) to pass the exam, for she spent a lot of time preparing 

1. likes 

3. likely 

-5-

2. is liking 

4. is likely 
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(N) ~O)(a)-(f)O)~mO)MO) 3~, A'l:t%t< ~if"9 QiffpO)-m:~n~fI!!c.tJ:Q :to) 

~~Q~~~~O)*~~, "9~~~G~~~6~EA~~o 

(a) 1. through-out 

4. suf-fer 

(b) 1. in-ter-val 

4. or-i-gin 

(c) 1. par-lia-ment 

4. re-cent-Iy 

(d) 1. de-li-cious 

4. de-ci-sion 

(e) 1. at-ti-tude 

4. con-fer-ence 

(f) 1. suf-fi-dent 

4. u-ni-form 

2. bal-ance 

5. ef-fort 

2. com-mit -tee 

5. sym-pa-thy 

2. com-pro-mise 

5. re-li-gious 

2. ap-par-ent 

5. sac-ri-fice 

2. su-i-dde 

5. del-i-cate 

2. in-ter-pret 

5. con-vic-tion 

-6-

3. prod-uct 

3. as-tro-naut 

3. man-ag-er 

3. pro-ce-dure 

3. con-fi-dence 

3. ro-man-tic 
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(V) ~o) B*)(O);i:~~~XQJ:: '51:~)(0) ( a ) - ( f ) O)~mlH: 1 - 70) 

m~Atl, .:cO)*~~~A it J::o t~:J3, -&!t>t~lt~~iM5·rp'I:-'".:J"f'".:J3!>Qo 

A. ~~a~o)~~~b~~~e~-~~~tl~O)~, ~~~~~J::~P~<~ 

QC:WH~L.-Llt~Qo 

( a ) ( b ) our system is computerized, we hope there will be 

( c ) ( d ) ( e ) ( f ). 

1. problems 

5. fewer 

2. before 

6. as 

3. that 4. than 

7. now 

B. ~B t>t~ L.-t~t>n~IlmiL.-Llt~Q±J!t~rJ1~~;:t, £,J!C:9 QA.I:ttf.-J.~~~9 

Q;: C:~9o 

The main difficulty ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) today is supplying food to 

( d ) ( e ) ( f ). 

1. faces 

5. those 

2. in 

6. that 

3. we 

7. need 

4. us 

C. ;:tl~;:t~Jf,fI: C: -::> L~~Jt~IT.c:t~Q ~3!>0 '5 ;: c:1;:t:a)E~~t~lt~o 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) ( d ) that this will be a serious ( e ) 

( f ) the government. 

1. denying 2. to 3. is 4. there 

5. no 6. blow 7. cannot 

D. t>t~ ld~ !>O).~;:tIBH::~3!> ct>"fn\ 2 '7(-1 )ito) c z: 0 ~j!j$(.ld~o 

Our car ( a ) ( b ) only ( c ) ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) the 

town. 

1. of 

5. miles 

2. down 

6. broke 

-7-

3. short 

7. two 

4. order 
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I have never had much patience with the writers who claim from the 

reader an effort to understand their meaning. You have only to go to the 

greatest philosophers to see that it is possible to express with lucidity the most 

subtle reflections. You may find it difficult to understand the thought of 

Hume, and if you have no philosophical training his intentions will doubtless 

escape you; but no one with any education at all can fail to understand exactly 

what the meaning of each sentence is. 

it lucidity C[l,;j!ft~ cO)) I~JHR ~, Vn) t) ~"9~ 

(David) Hume 7-1 ij -( 'Y P . 1:::.J. - 1>. (1711-1776) A::J 'Y 1-- '7 /' PO) 

,[I,~* . ~.se* 

[tl:l~ : Maugham. W. S. Summing Up '~£:J <] 

( n J * O)~)( 0) I*J ~ C il'~"9 Q :t 0) ~ ""f 0) 11-20 0) r:p n) G 1m -:J ~ Lt. ..'f 0) 1If-J% ~ 

~2A it J::o 

Spring can be just as uncomfortable for some dogs as it is for their 

owners. Just like us, our dogs can be allergic to pollen as well as foods like 

wheat and fish, all the result of an overactive immune system fighting against 

harmless substances. And, just like their human friends, dogs develop 

allergies more often today than decades ago - almost one in five make a trip 

to the animal hospital for allergy relief, says Christopher Reeder, a skin doctor 

with BluePearl Veterinary Partners. 

You can't pin the source of these allergies to any single cause. But the 

increase in pet allergies seems to be for the same reason people are more 
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sensitive to allergies than a century ago: We're cleaner than we used to be. 

"If you come into contact with a lot of microbes, they kind of train your 

immune system to recognize what is real danger and what is not," says 

microbiologist Hanna Sinkko from the University of Helsinki in Finland. When 

we don't encounter as many of these bugs, our immune system is more likely 

to mistake innocent stuff, like pollen, for the bad guys. The same is true in 

dogs. 

A recent study by Sinkko and her colleagues found that dogs with many 

kinds of microbes on their skin had far fewer allergies than the cleaner ones. 

These dogs had more space to move around outside, bigger families, and 

shared their homes with other pets. Of over a hundred dogs in the study, 

almost a third living in a single-person home in a city had some sort of allergy 

compared to less than 10 percent of dogs in big families with more access to 

open space. 

Dogs also make a nice model organism to study allergies in humans. The 

researchers in Finland want to know how someone's environment and lifestyle 

affect the microbes living on their skin and their risk of developing allergies. 

But these questions are hard to study in people. A dog's existence is simpler, 

yet has more real-world meaning than a lab rat's. "If a dog is allergic, the 

owner is likely to be allergic," says Jenni Lehtimaki, another of the study's 

authors from the University of Helsinki. 

But allergies in dogs often look different than they do in humans, and their 

treatment varies as well. Instead of breathing the allergy-causing substances 

in, dogs usually pick them up through their skin, so they scratch themselves, 

bringing about secondary ear and eye diseases. The medicines that people 

often take for their allergies also don't usually work in dogs, says Andrew 

Rosenberg, an animal doctor at Riverdale Veterinary Dermatology in New 

Jersey. Some medicines are quite effective, he says, but they're not safe over 

the long term because they lower a dog's immune system. The best treatment 
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is to get your pet tested and then give them personalized immune therapy, in 

the form of shots or drops, Rosenberg says. 

Where dogs live and what their lives look like may play an important role 

in whether they develop allergies, but some breeds simply suffer more from 

allergies than others. "French bulldogs are considered the worst for dog 

allergies," says Rosenberg. "It's rare to see bulldogs that don't have some 

allergies." Breeds like bulldogs and Labrador retrievers are more likely to have 

natural weaknesses affecting their skin's defense against allergies. 

The role of such natural weakness in developing allergies is equally 

important in people. If you look at large populations, you can see trends 

showing that exposure to environmental microbes is linked to lower rates of 

allergies. However, exposing anyone person to more microbes won't 

necessarily decrease their allergies if they have reactive bodies from birth. 

it pollen :ffiffi' 

immune *'~ (J) 

allergy 7 v}\;;f

microbe (s) i\IIIIti 

[I±lJ!ll : Krupp, Lexi. "Your Dog Gets Allergies for the Same Reasons You Do." Popular 

Science. May 13, 2020. https:#www.popsci.com/dog-allergiesn:£::5<] 
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11. Close to 20 % of dogs make a visit to the hospital during the allergy 

season. 

12. More dogs and humans are suffering from allergies because their eating 

habits have changed. 

13. Keeping their skin clean can help dogs build resistance against allergy. 

14. Dogs are less likely to become allergic if they interact with other pets. 

15. Some researchers use dogs to study allergies because it helps them 

understand human allergy. 

16. Dogs are better for allergy studies because they are cheaper than 

laboratory animals. 

17. Dogs become affected by allergies after suffering from eye infections. 

18. Dogs are treated for allergies in the same way as humans. 

19. Some breeds of dog have a higher chance of developing allergies than 

others. 

20. Bringing people into contact with microbes will always lower the risk of 

developing allergies. 
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(m) *~~-~~&~~~~~Ah~~~.~.~~m~)~1-4~~~G-~ 

-r~~Lt, -'f~jHP~:~2A it ~o 

(a) Five days have passed since our boss 

York. 

) a business trip to New 

1. will go on 

3. would go to 

2. went on 

4. goes to 

(b) We know ( 

1. the best to 

3. much to 

) trust his advice. 

(c) It was thoughtful ( 

1. of her to send 

3. with her to send 

2. more than to 

4. better than to 

) me such a lovely card. 

2. for her sending 

4. to her sending 

(d) My son does ( ) mobile games from morning till night. 

1. something but play 2. everything but to play 

3. nothing but play 4. anything but to play 

(e) Mike was late for school this morning as ( ) with him. 

1. such a case 

3. usual case 

(f) He often complains ( 

1. of me about 

3. me about 

2. is often the case 

4. often in case 

) his salary. 

2. me of 

4. to me about 
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(g) My father tried to ( 

1. speak to me to go 

3. talk me into going 

) abroad to study. 

2. tell me into going 

4. say me to go 

(h) He ( ) good terms with his brother since they had a quarrel. 

1. was not in 2. would not be for 

3. will be with 4. has not been on 
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(IV] ;j(O)(a)-(fH:.t3P-c. ---F*~$O)§£tfn~~IHGMtclPJC:~O)~ 1 - 4 0)r:rn1t,

-::JJMlt. --c0)*~~~2A it J::o 

(a) scold 1. scent 2. ~ulpture 3. scene 4. science 

(b) ea~er l. ma~ical 2. ~iant 3. ~ear 4. lo~ical 

(c) gr£ss 1. p£pe 2. cross 3. p£nd 4. doll 

(d) spr~d 1. feature 2. plead 3. creature 4. jealous 

(e) accident 1. occasion 2. soccer 3. access 4. a££ompany 

(f) wonder 1. pr£ve 2. stomach 3. sp£t 4. total 
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(V] ;jzo)B*)(0)~~~~xGJ::5,=g!f)(0)( a )-( f )0)~mH=1-70) 

m (11]) ~ An. to)*{%~~2A it J::o tJ:s. ftbtJ: v~m (11]) n~-&rp~'=-~9~3!) 

Go 

A. v~ < ~nlO)ffi{;$:nl GBdt~j:il6 -:J t~n~. ~~lm~~'=J:: f) mO)r:p'L\$~0)7 '7 

t A n~~fIJ ,= tJ: -:J t~o 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) several groups. the construction of the new 

road ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) access to the city center. 

1. improved 2. though 3. from 4. in 

5. opposition 6. resulted 7. despite 

B. to)~ll!li~~fT'=~9'='j:. 'J\~ tJ:rp~~nSv~ < ~nl*m#cO)* *--C:3!)Go 

There are some minor problems ( a ) ( b ) ( c ) solved 

( d ) (e (f) the project. 

1. execute 

5. remaining 

2. before 

6. be 

3. to 

7. not 

c. A.~~~0).~~.k9~~0)~.~GnGo 

4. we can 

( a ) ( b ) ( c ) only for ( d ) ( e ) ( f ) below. 

1. approved 

4. who 

7. fulfilling 

2. those 

5. the requirements 

3. admission 

6. is 

D. J:: f) illi*tJ:~2J¥~*~ GJl'f,=JJtxG t~~. ~ G v~9 -170)!§2~:1J7t0)~A ~ 

~jj-qG TV~*9o 

( a ) ( b) c) the growing demand for faster delivery. we 

d ) ( e ) ( f ) a new type of shipping method. 

1. to 

5. response 

2. considering 

6. are 

- 8 

3. in 

7. offering 

4. order 
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